
 

We had to complete emergency repairs on the south side of the church this spring, using hardiboard   

panels as old fascia was ro�en and the eaves troughs collapsed. 

This is fine for the back of the church but is not what we envision for the remaining fascia repairs. 

The wooden cross on top of the church is 

ro�ng and we need to replace it soon. 

The fascia in this area can most likely be 

scraped and repainted. 

Many of the cedar boards in this area will need 

to be replaced. We understand that this size of 

board is no longer available and may need to be 

made especially for us. We will be required to 

source this. 

Scraping and repain#ng only required for 

this area. 



 

Some cedar boards under and around gu�ers 

will require replacing. 
Leaking gu�ers have caused this area to 

rot and boards need to be replaced. 

Minor repairs, scraping and pain#ng    

required for this side. In addi#on to fascia repairs, the en#re               

concrete and brick siding will need to be 

pressure washed. 

Most of the fascia on this side can be saved. Most 

of the damage is caused by the sun and the paint 

has blistered. Scraping and repain#ng should                

restore the facia. 



 

Depending on how much of the fascia needs to be replaced, the total cost of repairs and pain#ng may run between 
$20,000 and $30,000. It is hoped that our Pilgrimage of faith campaign this year will deliver our required funds to 
complete this project. 
 

Our campaign currently sits at $6,349 below our Diocesan goal. We must achieve that goal ($41,400) before we can 
start to work on our parish goal ($20,000). 101 families have  contributed to the Pilgrimage of Faith campaign so far 
this year of the 920 families registered. This is OUR PARISH, we all have a financial obliga#on for its upkeep and 
maintenance.  Please consider joining those families with a dona#on as well. 
 

We can restore our church with required    repairs and a yearly maintenance plan  therea9er. 
 

We will source the best contractors with the most reasonable quotes as we will need a contractor for repairs and 
another for the pain#ng. 
 

We may be able to start, or even complete, these repairs this fall.  But only with YOUR HELP! 
 

Please pray for its success!! 


